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structure due to its ability to be designed 
in high capacity 3D crossbar arrays.[1] The 
major disadvantage of 3D crossbars cur-
rently is the high-leakage or sneak-path 
current.[2]

Complex class of vanadium oxide spans 
a broad range of 20 phases.[3] Depending 
on the stoichiometry, crystal structure, and 
device structure it has demonstrated bipolar 
resistive switching (BRS)[4–10] as well as 
apolar threshold switching (TS).[11–13] 
Apolar TS property in the above papers is 
desirable as a selector element in crossbar 
arrays to reduce the sneak-path current 
(which disrupts stored data). Crystalline 
VO2 (c-VO2) as TS element shows signifi-
cant OFF-current,[12,13] which defeats its pri-
mary purpose as a selector. For this reason, 
a few recent studies[10,14–16] demonstrated 
TS based on amorphous vanadium oxide 
(a-VOx). However, due to the amorphous 
nature of the film, devices based on same 
stoichiometry of vanadium oxide show 
multifunctional memory behavior,[17] which 
is not desirable for the practical application.

This variability highlights that nanostructural investigations 
are needed to understand the origins of different memory 
behaviors, in particular the reasons for observing volatile and 
apolar TS in a-VOx films for its practical utilization as a selector 
element. Further, in-depth electrical characterization is required 
to ascertain the electrical conditions for the occurrence of vola-
tile or non-volatile switching in the single device.

Here, we present asymmetric cross-point device (Pt/Ti/a-
VOx/Pt) with ≈100 nm a-VOx film as a functional switching 
layer which shows multifunctional behavior in a single device. 
We further introduce a fabrication procedure (Section S1, Sup-
porting Information) to incorporate a-VOx in crossbar archi-
tecture, which has been found to dissolve in water. We choose 
amorphous films because crystalline films are porous due 
to grain boundaries and pin-holes,[11] which is unsuitable for 
stacked architectures. Through X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy (XPS) we analyze the stoichiometry of as-deposited film 
which revealed the mixed-phased oxidation, including V3+, V4+, 
and V5+ (corresponding to V2O3, VO2, and V2O5, respectively). 
We observe volatile TS post electroforming at high voltages 
while forming-free non-volatile BRS at low voltages in a single 
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a-VOx Nanostructures

1. Introduction

Resistive random-access memory (RRAM) is increasingly 
used as the building block for novel memory and logic archi-
tectures. The primary advantage of this technology comes 
from its compatible switching speed and simpler, smaller cell 
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device. An interesting two-step volatile TS is also observed in 
few devices. Further through an extensive set of electrical char-
acterizations and in situ nanostructural analysis, we prove the 
switching mechanism of volatile TS. In situ transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) revealed that the volatile TS is due to 
the insulator-to-metal transition (IMT) occurring in local c-VO2 
islands formed within filament post electroforming as a result 
of applied bias. Further, in situ TEM reveals the origins of pos-
sible multilevel volatile TS as well as highlights a procedure to 
crystallize VO2 just with the help of electrical bias whereas non-
volatile BRS is attributed to the exchange of ions at the top elec-
trode and functional oxide interface based on mixed phased a-
VOx devices.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Compositional Analysis

The stoichiometry of as-deposited a-VOx film sputtered with 
pulsed-DC is confirmed with XPS measurement. The core-
level spectra for oxygen (O1s) and vanadium (V2p) are col-
lected at 20 eV pass energy to achieve shaper peaks. Multiple 
scans (40 scans) are collected to improve signal-to-noise ratio. 
As obtained raw data is fitted with V3+, V4+, and V5+ compo-
nents which corresponds to V2O3, VO2, and V2O5 as shown in 
Figure 1. The functional oxide is a mix of vanadium oxidation 
phases with V2p3/2 peaks at 515.3 ± 0.2 eV for V3+, 516.4 ± 
0.2 eV for V4+, and 515.5 ± 0.2 eV for V5+. The O1s spectrum 
is resolved with the V–O peak at 530.5 ± 0.2 eV. The core level 
spectra of V2p and O1s do not show any significant deviation 
in their binding energies as per reported in literature and are 
within the instrument error margin of ±0.2 eV. The relative 
concentration of vanadium valances and oxygen is presented 
in Table 1. Concentration of V4+ component is highest among 
all the three components. This identifies the presence of VO2 
(or V4+) as a major contributor in our mixed phase a-VOx 
film. Hence, it is fair to conclude that functionality of devices 
incorporating this film is influenced by the innate properties 
of VO2.

2.2. Resistive Switching Characteristics

In our a-VOx cross-point devices, two different switching 
behaviors are observed depending on the applied bias, namely: 
volatile TS and non-volatile BRS. Volatile TS typically requires 
electroforming voltage in range 8 to 10 V before TS can be 
achieved. While non-volatile BRS occurs at low voltage and is 
electroforming-free.

2.2.1. Volatile Threshold Switching

We fabricate cross-point structure of a-VOx thin films 
(≈100 nm) with asymmetric electrodes (Ti/a-VOx/Pt) as shown 
in Figure 1b. Pristine devices exhibit ≈40 MΩ of resistance. 
To initiate volatile resistive switching an irreversible electro-
forming sweep is required with BE positively biased and TE 
grounded. The electroforming voltage ranges from 8–10 V and 
the post-electroforming resistance is in range of 50–80 kΩ for 
20 different devices tested.

After electroforming, devices are treated with voltage sweeps 
of up to 6 V to achieve a volatile TS. In first step, an electro-
forming sweep typically creates a filament due to ion migration 
within the oxide, as depicted in Figure 2a. In the second step, 
a high current through the filament leads to the formation of 
localized crystal islands of VO2 within the amorphous func-
tional layer when subjected to higher voltage sweeps (up to 6 V) 
post-electroforming, which is experimentally shown later in the 
paper. After these two steps, devices show volatile, symmetric, 
and apolar TS, as seen in Figure 2b. Distribution of threshold 
voltage (VTH) ranges from 2.0 to 3.5 V both in positive and neg-
ative sweeps, while distribution of hold voltage VHOLD ranges 
from 1.0 to 2.0 V in both positive and negative schemes. VTH is 
a point at which the resistance of device drops from high to low 
while at VHOLD resistance of the device increases from low to 
high. Switching ratio of around ≈10 is achieved at 2.5 V.

The volatile TS is observed for 103 consecutive voltage 
sweeps as seen in Figure 2c. The repeatability of this switching 
is five times higher compared to previously reported vanadium 
oxide based devices[11] and with better stability. With higher 
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Figure 1. Vanadium oxide composition and incorporation into a device. a) Core-level X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra of as-deposited 
a-VOx: Vanadium doublet (V2p3/2 and V2p1/2) and oxygen (O1s) collected from sputtered ≈100 nm films on a SiO2 (300 nm) on Si substrate. b) Sche-
matic illustration of device structure, where the oxide layer forms a “cross point” between the top and bottom electrode.
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number of continuous cycles VTH and VHOLD shifts to higher 
values. Distribution of threshold voltage (VTH) ranges from 3.2 
to 3.8 V both in positive and negative schemes, which is nearly 
constant at 3.7 V after few initial sweeps. While distribution of 
hold voltage VHOLD ranges from 1.0 to 2.0 V in both positive and 
negative schemes as seen in Figure S3, Section S3, Supporting 

Information. It is mainly due to the Joule-heating effects cre-
ated with multiple consecutive repetitions.[11] However, after 
resting the device at room temperature for a few minutes, VTH 
and VHOLD return to their initial values. However, after few days 
we observed increment in VTH and VHOLD values compared to 
the initial ones, but the device still can be switched multiple 
times with consecutive voltage sweeps. This shows that asym-
metric a-VOx based volatile TS is completely reversible. This 
nature of a-VOx film is, we believe, due to the presence of VO2 
(or V4+) oxidation phase in the film. During the high voltage 
sweeps post-electroforming, c-VO2 islands are formed within 
the amorphous film, which change its phase with higher tem-
perature caused by applied bias. This makes c-VO2 regions 
more metallic leading to the shift in VTH and VHOLD which is 
completely reversible as the primitive nature of c-VO2.

Adv. Electron. Mater. 2019, 5, 1900605

Table 1. Binding energies and integral peaks of vanadium 2p3/2 valences 
and oxygen 1s for a-VOx film deposited on SiO2/Si substrate from the 
XPS presented in Figure .1

V3+ V4+ V5+ O1s

Binding energy [eV] 515.3 516.6 517.4 530.4

Concentration [at%] 8.5 22.9 18.0 50.6

Figure 2. Volatile TS performance of electroformed a-VOx cells. a) Typical electroforming sweep in positive polarity for a-VOx cells bias from bottom 
electrode. b) Typical volatile TS curve of a-VOx cell [inset: device structure]. c) Volatile switching performance of single cell over 103 consecutive I–V 
sweeps. d) Representative multi-state volatile TS curve of a-VOx cell [inset: single-level TS of multi-state switching curve]. e,f) Temperature-dependent 
TS curves for e) increasing and f) decreasing temperatures.
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We also observed a two-stage volatile TS in amorphous vana-
dium oxide film as seen in Figure 2d. Here, single-step TS can be 
achieved by applying a voltage sweep beyond the first threshold 
voltage VTH1, Figure 2d inset. While second-step TS can be 
achieved by applying voltage sweep beyond second threshold 
voltage VTH2 in both positive and negative schemes after electro-
forming. Two-step TS presented here is also apolar, symmetric 
and stable similar to single-step TS. Similar two-step TS has 
been observed before.[18] However the origins and the switching 
mechanism of two-step volatile TS are yet unclear which are fur-
ther explained using the temperature-dependent TS and in situ 
TEM with electric bias in the later sections.

To prove that the volatile TS is influenced by IMT in c-VO2, 
devices are switched at different temperatures from room tem-
perature up to 90 °C and reversed slowly with a step of 10 °C, 
shown in Figures 2e,f, respectively. With increasing tempera-
ture, the cell resistance is decreased, so do the VTH and VHOLD 
values. Device resistance, VTH, and VHOLD return to their 
original values as temperature is reversed back to room tem-
perature. At 48 °C and beyond no switching is observed. This 
is mainly because beyond this temperature, electroforming 
induced local crystalline regions that govern the switching are 
metallic for any significant switching to occur.

The temperature-dependent IMT of our as-deposited a-VO2 
and annealed c-VO2 films is presented in Figure S2, Supporting 
Information. From this, it is evident that the a-VO2 does not 
exhibit any IMT while c-VO2 undergoes IMT at 68 °C, which is 
also supported by the literature.[19] However, in our devices exter-
nally applied temperature coupled with the Joule-heating (during 
applied bias) push the film past its IMT temperature at an external 
temperature of 48 °C. This diminishes the prospect of achieving 
discretely discernible switching states due to the low resistance at 
48 °C. The reversible switching and temperature-dependent anal-
ysis [Figure 2c,e,f ] suggest that the volatile TS is due to presence 
of c-VO2 islands in electroformed a-VOx devices, which is further 
confirmed using in situ electrical TEM (discussed later).

2.2.2. Non-volatile Bipolar Resistive Switching

We also observed non-volatile electroforming-free BRS in Pt/
Ti/a-VOx/Pt devices. A typical BRS switching curve is shown 

in Figure 3a with SET in negative bias and RESET in positive 
bias. The distribution of switching voltage ranges from −1.0 
to −1.7 V in negative bias and from +2.0 to +2.7 V in posi-
tive bias which is significantly lower than the electroforming 
voltage required for volatile TS (8–10 V) as discussed ear-
lier. Devices show stability for over 200 consecutive voltage 
sweeps as shown in Figure 3a. After this, BRS behavior dis-
appeared and device electroformed and showed TS. Further, 
the non-volatile nature of the devices is proved with reten-
tion for over 103 s with switching ration of ≈2 as presented 
in Figure 3b.

We would like to mention here that electroforming-free BRS 
could not be induced in all the devices as it needs significantly 
controlled testing at lower voltages in our case. However, this 
behavior has been reported previously for V2O5 oxidation phase 
of a-VOx,[4,6] which is also present in our films as reported previ-
ously in Figure 1. Further, when devices showing BRS behavior 
are subjected to higher voltages up to 8–10 V, they electroform 
and show volatile TS. Whereas, volatile TS cannot be reversed 
to obtain BRS.

2.3. Forming and Switching Mechanism

Occurrence of two-step TS and temperature-dependent 
switching suggests that the volatile TS is due to localized c-
VO2 islands; however, it does not provide sufficient evidence 
to determine the mechanism. In order to identify this hypoth-
esis, we performed in situ TEM with electrical bias as shown in 
Figure 4.

TEM micrograph of the pristine lamella is shown in 
Figure 4a, where the fast Fourier transform (FFT) inset high-
lights the amorphous nature of the functional oxide layer. 
In situ electrical biasing is performed with controlled voltages 
starting from 25 mV in the steps of 20 mV with bottom elec-
trode (BE) positively biased and top electrode (TE) grounded. 
After a couple of biasing cycles, a minor crystalline region is 
observed in the functional oxide. At 4 V clear localized crystal-
line region is observed as shown in Figure 4b. Here, the separa-
tion between fringes is 0.35 nm as shown in high resolution 
TEM (HRTEM) and FFT insets which corresponds to the (011) 
plane of VO2–M1 phase.[19,20] VO2–M1 phase has been reported 
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Figure 3. Electroforming-free non-volatile BRS performance of a-VOx cells. a) Typical non-volatile BRS sweep with 200 consecutive switching cycles for 
a-VOx cross-point devices. b) Stable retention for 103 s.
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to show temperature-dependent IMT at 68 °C.[19] This, to the 
best of our knowledge, is the first demonstration of a-VO2 thin 
film crystallizing into localized c-VO2 with electric bias. It pro-
vides a strong evidence for the presence of c-VO2 islands in 
our a-VOx devices after biasing at higher voltage, and volatile, 
apolar, symmetric TS is due to IMT in c-VO2 as the crystalline 
region which has been identified as VO2–M1.

Multiple localized crystal islands on the lamella surface can 
be observed in Figure 4c at 5 V. These localized crystal islands 
of VO2-M1 phase are oriented in different directions with 
respect to the substrate as shown in the corresponding FFT 
and HRTEM insets. (Along with 0.35 nm we also observed 
d-spacing of 0.27 nm. 0.27 nm corresponds to VO2–A phase, 
while 0.26 nm separation corresponds to VO2–M1.[21] As these 
two phases appear in a close proximity and considering the 
tilt correction and aberration defects, it is only fair to say that 
0.27 nm corresponds to the mixed phase of VO2–M1 and VO2–
A.) Next, multiple nucleation sites for crystal islands in the 
depth of lamella can be noted by the highlighted Moiré fringes, 
where FFT and HRTEM insets further proves the appearance 
of different orientations of VO2–M1 crystal islands at 6 V, in 

Figure 4d. At this point, the initially amorphous lamella is com-
pletely crystallized with multiple orientations just with the elec-
trical bias as seen in Figure 4d. In the temperature-dependent 
IMT different orientations of VO2 crystals affect its transition 
temperature as reported in the cited reference.[22] Based on this 
previously reported study, it is fair to conclude that in electrical 
bias-dependent IMT, crystals with different orientations would 
require different voltage potential to reach the transition point. 
This explains the origin and occurrence of the representative 
multi-level volatile TS at different voltage potential.

For the in situ TEM electrical measurements, the initial 
resistance of the lamella was 40 kΩ (not 40 MΩ as in case of 
devices). This could be due to the low-dimensional nature of 
lamella with sub-100 nm thickness. Due to this, we did not 
observe any electroforming curve or TS and consequently did 
not capture any obvious filament even at 10 V. To verify the 
claim of filament, we examined a cross-section lamella of the 
pristine and the electroformed devices in normal TEM as seen 
in Figure 5. There are two things that this experiment revealed. 
First, cross-section lamellae of both pristine and electroformed 
devices are amorphous. Second, in cross-section lamella of 
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Figure 4. In situ electrical transmission electron microscopy. a) Pristine lamella. Inset shows the FFT of functional layer proving its amorphous nature. 
b) Micrograph after 4 V biasing, highlighting the presence of localized crystalline region. FFT inset shows c-VO2 (M1) phase with (011) plane and 
HRTEM inset shows the fringes separation as 0.35 nm. c) Micrograph after 5 V. Multiple nucleation sights of localized crystal islands in different 
orientation with respect to the substrate are highlighted. FFT and HRTEM insets proves different orientations of same c-VO2–M1. d) Micrograph after 
6 V. Different orientation of crystals through the depth. Highlight region in function oxide and HRTEM shows the formation of Moiré fringes. FFT inset 
shows different orientation of same c-VO2–M1 phase.
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electroformed device three different regions of contrasts can be 
observed. They have been named as—bright region as Point 1, 
dark-grey region as Point 2, and light-grey region as Point 3 
as presented in Figure 5b. Here slanted path stretched from 
bottom-electrode toward top-electrode can be seen as Point 2. 
To probe the concentration of different components at these 
three regions, localized TEM–electron diffraction spectros-
copy (EDS) is conducted. The results of TEM-EDS are listed in 
Table 2. Although an obvious filament connecting top-electrode 
and bottom is not captured, movement of oxygen and vana-
dium ions can be concluded from Figure 5 and Table 2 where 
Point 2 highlights the ionic path in Figure 5b.

This concludes that in the actual device, complete amor-
phous functional layer is not crystallized as in the case of 
lamella used for in situ TEM experiment, and crystal islands are 
confined to the smaller section of the device functional layer. 
Furthermore, there is a movement of vanadium and oxygen 
ions to form a low resistive path as can be seen in Figure 5 and 
Table 2. Observed electroforming curve in Figure 2a when com-
bined with the above conclusions strongly suggests filamen-
tary breakdown[23–27] associated with the electroforming curve, 
which has also been supported by other studies on the resistive 
switching properties of vanadium oxide.[11,28]

The switching mechanism for volatile TS is summarized 
in Figure 6. In step 1, an initial electroforming curve suggests 
a filamentary dielectric breakdown. In step two, after electro-
forming, as reported before, the device is subjected to voltage 
sweeps up to 6 V to achieve the volatile TS. During this step 

c-VO2 islands are formed within (or near) the filament as 
highest current would flow through the filament resulting in 
higher temperature near that region.[18,28] After formation of 
c-VO2 islands, device now switches due to IMT of local c-VO2 
islands. It has been reported previously that electric bias-
dependent IMT in c-VO2 happens in pico-seconds.[29] Due to 
this we observe volatile TS switching. Further TS is mainly 
due to the effective temperature generated by applied bias and 
is not dependent on the polarity of applied bias. As a result, 
devices show symmetry in both positive and negative schemes.

In step three, when voltage is increased further, two-level 
volatile TS is achieved which suggests the possibility of multi-
level TS. Here single-level TS is achieved due to IMT in one 
crystal-island, whereas for multi-level multiple crystalline 
islands undergo IMT at different voltage levels due to different 
orientations of localized crystals as shown by in situ TEM in 
Figure 4.

As stated earlier, the electroforming-free non-volatile BRS 
behavior is also observed in few devices. This kind of behavior 
has been reported before to occur in V2O5,[4,6] which is also pre-
sent in our mixed phased a-VOx film. Wan et al.[4] report the 
mechanism of forming-free BRS in a-V2O5 as the exchange of 
oxygen ions at the TE (Ti) and oxide interface due to applied 
bias.[4] Exchange of oxygen ions creates barrier at the interface 
which is resolved by applying a voltage of opposite polarity.[4] 
Although we observed similar forming-free non-volatile BRS as 
reported by Wan et al.[4] we cannot be sure if it is due to V2O5 
component as our film is a mixed phase of three components 
as shown in Figure 1. However, it is reasonable to suggest that 
it is due to the exchange of oxygen ions at the TE and oxide 
interface. As this switching is limited to the exchange of oxygen 
ions only at the interface of Ti (or TE) and a-VOx, switching 
ratio achieved here is very low (≈2.5).

Rupp et al. also observed both TS and BRS behavior in a-
VOx films.[11] They attributed the occurrence of BRS mainly to 
the asymmetric device structure, while TS to symmetric device 
structure. While a suitable explanation, they clearly mention 
the occurrence of both types of behaviors in symmetric as well 
as asymmetric structure. Our study provides clarification that 
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Figure 5. Cross-section micrographs using transmission electron microscopy. a) Pristine device [clear field] b) Electroformed device [dark field]. 
Functional oxide layer in both micrographs is amorphous. Regions of different contrast in the TEM micrograph of electroformed device are named 
as—bright region as Point 1, dark-grey region as Point 2, and light-grey region as Point 3. Localized concentration of present elements at these three 
regions is presented in Table 2. This highlights the movement of vanadium and oxygen ions after biasing, where slanted ionic path stretched toward 
the top-electrode from the bottom-electrode is seen in Point 2.

Table 2. Relative concentration of V, O, Ti, and Pt at different points as 
presented in Figure 5b using electron diffraction spectroscopy–transmis-
sion electron microscopy (EDS–TEM).

Concentration [at%]

V O Ti Pt

Point 1 41.5 54.2 1.5 0.7

Point 2 25.3 69.3 0.1 0.6

Point 3 36.2 59.9 0.6 0.5
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in the mixed phase a-VOx film volatile TS is due to formation 
of c-VO2 islands, while non-volatile BRS is due to exchange of 
oxygen ions at the TE and oxide interface. Furthermore, we can 
tailor the device performance to volatile TS by applying higher 
voltages in only positive bias until being electroformed and then 
apply symmetric voltage sweeps in both positive and negative 
schemes until TS is achieved. By contrast, with the controlled 
and asymmetric low voltage in both positive and negative bias, 
non-volatile BRS can be achieved.

Finally, it is important to establish a comparison of our 
results with the state-of-art literature. C. Chen et al.[18,28] pre-
sent that the TS in a-VOx is an entangled result of the elec-
tron injection driven Mott transition and IMT in VO2 due to 
electrical-thermal interaction in the filament. This entangled 
behavior results in TS where switching ratio and threshold 
voltage values increase with higher sweeping cycles.[28] On the 
flip-side, in our devices switching ratio decreases [Figure 2c] 
and threshold voltage (VTH) is nearly constant [Figure S3, 

Figure 6. Switching mechanism of single-level and multi-level volatile TS in a-VOx cells along with the corresponding electrical circuits. In the first step, 
conductive filament based on oxygen and vanadium ions forms due to electroforming. In the second step, single-level TS is observed where resistance 
change depends on the locally formed single c-VO2 island post-electroforming. In third step, multi-level TS is achieved when the voltage is further 
increased due to formation of multiple c-VO2 islands. The volatile apolar TS occurs due to the IMT in c-VO2 islands. (Blue circles show the filament, 
white circles show c-VO2 in insulating phase, and red circles show c-VO2 in conducting phase.)
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Supporting Information] for 103 consecutive sweeping cycles. 
This discrepancy suggests that the innate nature of functional 
oxide, device structure, and consequently the switching mech-
anisms are different in our case. We believe electron injec-
tion at the interface of filament and top-electrode affects the 
switching ratio.[11] However, further in-depth investigations 
are required to understand the effects of electron injection 
during TS in vanadium oxide. But analysis presented in this 
paper strongly suggests that the origin of apolar volatile TS is 
the IMT in c-VO2 islands.

3. Conclusion

Asymmetric Ti/a-VOx/Pt cross-point devices are fabricated 
with standard fabrication techniques. The devices show both 
volatile TS and non-volatile BRS. Volatile TS is symmetric, 
apolar, and stable with 103 consecutive voltage sweeps post 
electroforming, whereas non-volatile BRS is forming-free, 
asymmetric, and stable over 200 consecutive voltage sweeps. 
Temperature-dependent switching is conducted on the volatile 
TS devices to gain insight into the switching mechanism. This 
revealed the reversible nature of TS. This combined with the 
occurrence of representative multi-level volatile TS suggests 
that the c-VO2 islands might be present inducing a volatile 
and symmetric behavior. Presence of localized c-VO2 islands 
is confirmed with in situ TEM with electrical biasing. Electro-
forming-free non-volatile BRS is due to the exchange of oxygen 
ions at the interface of TE and a-VOx. For the complex mixed-
phased a-VOx, film, this study provides guidelines to induce 
volatile TS and non-volatile BRS behavior in a single device, 
and further presents a switching mechanism with appropriate 
evidence.

4. Experimental Section
a-VOx Thin Films Deposition: Thin films (≈100 nm) of a-VOx were 

deposited on Pt/Ti (15/5 nm) using pulsed direct current (DC) 
sputtering. Primary target used was vanadium (V), with a substrate 
of thermally-grown silicon dioxide (300 nm) on silicon (SiO2/Si). 
Deposition was carried in 30% oxygen atmosphere at room temperature 
with a sputtering pressure of 4 mTorr (from the base pressure of 
<10−7 Torr). More details about the deposition conditions and film 
quality can be found in related literature.[19]

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy: XPS spectra of a-VOx thin-
films were collected with Thermo Scientific K-alpha instrument. An 
aluminum Kα radiation source with excitation energy 1486.7 eV was 
used. The spectra were collected under high vacuum pressure with 
beam spot size 400 µm with constant analyser energy (CAE) mode. 
The core level spectra were collected from the bare a-VOx samples 
deposited on SiO2/Si wafer with identical deposition conditions as 
used for crossbars. As vanadium oxide oxidizes in air, surface of the 
film was cleaned with low gun power of 200 eV to reveal the exact 
composition of the film. For elemental analysis, as-obtained curves 
for vanadium and oxygen were fitted in Thermo Scientific Avantage 
software with background correction using smart fitting algorithms. 
As-obtained curves were fitted with reference to carbon peak at 
284.4 eV for elemental resolution.

a-VOx Cross-Point Device Fabrication: Fabrication of a-VOx cross-
point devices was performed using three-step photolithography and 
lift-off process. In the first step, pre-pattern bottom-electrode (BE) 

was deposited with 15 nm Pt with 5 nm Ti adhesion in Lesker PVD75 
electron beam evaporator system. Subsequently, a-VOx thin film of 
≈100 nm thickness was sputtered with 5 nm Ti sputtering for capping 
the oxide layer. It should be noted that a-VOx dissolves in water and this 
Ti capping was adopted to protect the oxide layer during subsequent 
fabrication steps. Last, Ti/Pt (20:120 nm) TE was deposited on pre-
patterned TE and lifted-off. Complete fabrication flow is presented in 
Figure S1, Supporting Information.

Electrical Characterization: Electrical characterization of cross-point 
devices was performed using Keithley 4200 source-meter with two-probe 
direct current (DC) I–V measurements. Linkam temperature-controlled 
stage was used for temperature-dependent testings. All characterizations 
were performed with BE biased and opposite electrode (TE) connected 
to system ground.

Transmission Electron Microscopy: Device cross-section TEM imaging 
was performed using JEOL 2100 with attached Tridium Gatan image 
filter. Imaging was done with in situ electrical biasing by mounting 
lamella on the special chips called Protochips used for electrical 
connections. Protochips are connected to source-meter externally. For 
cross-sectional TEM analysis, lamellae were prepared by focused-ion 
beam (FIB) cuts using FEI Scios DualBeam system.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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